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cvp-600/700 series workshop

It’s good to have Richard back with us - just as the Clavinova CVP-705 and 
CVP-709 models have been added to Yamaha’s touch screen range.  

Part 13: You, Me & USB
Whilst sitting at the wonderful new CVP-709 in Key
Player, Edinburgh recently, I was amazed to recall that
the best part of ten years have elapsed since my last
commercial CD was released (or escaped).  That CD
was recorded on a CVP-309 via a rather expensive
analogue-to-digital interface, some top of the line music
recording software and an Apple Mac Pro computer -
powerful enough to create its own gravity field!

How times have changed in the intervening years. Due to the
audio recording feature on CVP-600 and 700 series Clavinovas,
all you need now is a decent capacity USB stick to achieve as
good, if not better quality results.

As a guide to buying a good quality USB stick, always buy
one which is branded.  My personal favourite is Kingston, but
SanDisk, Phillips, Transcend and Verbatim are all excellent
quality, too.  Try to avoid the temptation to buy ‘novelty’ sticks.
A USB stick will hold lots of your work, so trust it to a good
quality media.

Thanks For The Memory

USB memory capacity has grown enormously in the last few
years.  It can be quite a daunting task to choose the ‘right’
stick, so lets make things a little clearer.  The files created by
the CVP’s audio recorder are essentially the same as a CD file.
This means that the size of a recorded song is the same as it
would be on a CD.  Roughly speaking, the capacity of a CD is
700 megabytes (good for just over an hours worth of music). 

Most USB stick capacities are quoted in gigabytes (GB). 
A gigabyte is 1024 megabytes (MB) - but let's call it 1000 for
the sake of simplicity.  

As an hour of music uses about 700MB, we can say that
1000MB will give approximately 80 minutes worth of recording
time.  This means that a 4GB stick is good for 4 times 80
minutes. That's 320 minutes - or 5 hours 20 minutes in old
money.  An 8 gigabyte stick will double that time.  That should
keep you occupied for a while… 

Rule of thumb: 1GB = 80 minutes.

Audio Killed The Midi File Star

Most of us have recorded ourselves playing, only to play it
back on another instrument, maybe at a friend's house, and
find the recording sounds like someone shaking a bag of
spanners!  This annoying problem is cause by MIDI files.  

MIDI file recording was the industry standard for many years
but, although it is still useful for editing music performances,
the files only ever sound any good when played back using
the instrument they were recorded on.  This is because a MIDI
file is dependant on using the instrument’s own sound
generator or ‘engine’ to create the sound.  Therefore, a
different instrument = different engine = different result.

Audio recording is much better as a medium for sending, for
example, your performance to friends - because it doesn't rely
on an external sound engine.  Once the recording has been
made it will sound the same played back on anything between
a CVP, laptop computer, smart TV, etc.  It's far and away the
easiest way of recording and it's the best way to keep an
archive of your performances.  So, let's get going!
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Surfing USB

Once you have chosen a USB stick, insert it into your CVP.
Because audio files are large, the USB stick must be
connected to your Clavinova before recording.  The CVP
constantly sends data to the USB stick during the recording
operation so...  no USB stick = no recording.

As a rule of thumb I always get everything ready on the CVP
before starting to record.  That means being in a position to
start playing the moment recording starts. To start recording,
press the HOME button to show the CVP main screen (Fig.1). 

Now, press the REC button on the right side of the panel. You
will see the page shown below in fig.2.

If ‘New MIDI’ is highlighted in gold (as above), tap ‘New Audio’
instead.  To confirm that audio recording has been selected,
‘New Audio’ will now be highlighted.  You will also see the
squiggly audio icon to the left of ‘New Song’, and a Time
00:00 indication at the bottom right of the screen (fig.3).

When you're comfortable and ready to play, tap ‘Rec Start’.
Recording will start immediately, so off you go!  The time
indicator will count the recording time whilst you play.  When
you have finished your masterpiece, DON'T press stop.  Audio
recordings capture everything about your performance,
including sustain and reverb.  There may well be sound still
emanating from your CVP even after you've taken your fingers
away from the keyboard and, if you press stop too early, you'll
chop off the resonance at the end of your song and it'll be
ruined.  So, listen to the last note and, when you can no
longer hear anything, count 1-2-3-4-5 and then press the
STOP button on the right side of the panel.

Save The Best For Last

Your recorded song will now appear at the right side of the
main screen (fig.4).

As the information has been constantly buffered onto the stick
during recording the song is already saved onto your USB
stick.  Each new recording you make (including any that are
aborted) is automatically given a song number by your CVP.
For ease of finding the song at a later date, however, it's best
to name the song appropriately.

To do this, tap the song area on the right side of the main
screen.  The song will appear on screen, showing its position
on the USB stick.  If you have any folders on your stick, they
will show up before your new song on the list of contents.  To
rename your song, tap ‘FILE’ at the bottom left of the screen. 

Fig.1: CVP-709 Home screen

Fig.2: CVP-709 Song Recording screen

Fig.3: NEW AUDIO is selected

Fig.4: ‘New Song 001’ is displayed to the right of the screen

Fig.5: To rename your song, tap ‘FILE’ at the bottom left of the screen
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Making sure that your song is ticked, tap the "A" pencil icon
second from the left at the bottom of the screen (fig.6). 

This will bring up your CVP's QWERTY keyboard To clear the
existing ‘New Song’ name, press and hold the DELETE button
at the top right of the screen (fig.7) for a few seconds. 

This will clear the text area... (fig.8).

...enabling you to type in the song title of your choice using
the characters displayed on your CVP's on-screen QWERTY
keyboard. 

As you can see in fig.9 I used my name for this illustration. 

And, when you're happy that you’ve typed the name correctly,
tap OK (fig.9).

And the song file appears in the USB listing with its new name.

Press the HOME button on the panel to return to the main
screen where you'll find your newly renamed song on the right
side of the screen (fig.11).

Press the PLAY button on the right side of the screen to enjoy
your rendition.

Next time, we'll look at more things that can be done with your
recordings. In the meanwhile, I'm heading back to Key Player
to spend some more time with the magnificent CVP709. 

Fig.6: Tap the ‘A’ pencil icon.

Fig.7: Press DELETE to clear the text area.

Fig.8: You can now enter the name of your choice.

Fig.9: I entered my name, ‘Richard’, as the title of the song... then clicked OK.

Fig.10: I entered my name, ‘Richard’, as the title of the song... then clicked OK.

Fig.11: The newly renamed song is located on the right side of the screen


